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EFF= CTF TOE GEMMC AC PARAH-STE AND Am.-saLI ?4Hrt

PR=R= PNzUaw.ic PnELD= TRANSPOR=f~

Zessyty Naukove Politechnild. Marian Markowuld.
LodzkieJ, No 79, 19166, Lodz Polytechnic Institute.
Nechanikra, z. 16: 73-106 Department of Hoisting

Devices

1. Introduction.

Pastintic pipeline tranlsporters5 (PPT) are coming into neaigy
widdespread use for the tran~sport of commilnuted materials*

This is due to the following advantages inherent In-the methods
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on the manitude of the"s resistances.

The theoiy of PPT makes use of the general Iaws of the theory of flow.
The following resisto nees du. to friction In strait sections are distin-
guiihed:

and local resistances
19 •- (2)

these arise in the vent-,,sh, lo-adings atd h
tices, sections of acceler'ated novemen, and places of change in the dire-
tio of stroeflow. Th fooWn SMetion- have been• used ina the

foo dn snis:

A coefficient Of friction

V (m/9") air strei v.locit.

)rP (kg/) denuitir of air for the given ataosjiierio conditions

L (a) length of the straight section of pipeline
D (a) Internal diameter of pipe
g (/sec 2 ) acceleratio due to aVirty

oefficiant of loca resistance to flow

In viw of conside ra e a t of direction change places in
pipeline oystmas, and particularly impsatibilitir of the vazrIousVy position-
ed bends, local resistances arising In the bends (hereafter also called
arcs) largeoy affect the total mapit.de Of reSiStance *Zfered bF a pipe-
line to the fla of a two-phase systa .

Accozrdng to the data pdlihed IW the noted expert Prof. �-abblee,
the share of all the local IeeIStanDOe In the tot4 resistance of a PPT is
as f oll :

50 - 150 - - 400
100 - 300 *-600
200-600 " - SON
400 -1100 ' 90"
>1100 " " 95"

The increaing share of the local resistances In the total value with In-
creosin pipeline diameter can be explained by the fact that these realm-
tao~ n 2) are Iudeipuent of the pi e dimteer *ereas the
resistance due to friction In the strai aestima decreases with In-
creasing pipeline dimt•r (equation 1).

Zo'-rems PPT uas,13 have lrg pips dimmtws banc the



significan1t share,in the total, of the resistance arising in the bends.
This fact underscores the great importance of correct Selection of the
geometrical parameters of pipeline bonds to the efficient functioning of

The resistance to motion arising in the course of Ilow of a mixturre
of air and the transported miaterial is usually determined an the basis of
the reain ap true of the flow of pure air, with correction fa.,wo"
introduced to account for the resistance, increase due to the introduction
of a solid Into the air stream.

Accordingly,, the static bead required to overcome resistance to the
flow of an air/solid mixture is defined an

,where: p.,is the static head needed to overcome resistance to the flow
of air/solid mixt~urs; is the static head required to overcome, resista~nces
to the flow of pure ar

wheres K is the coefficient taking into account the Increased resistance
due to the presmnce of soli)

sistnce. Hwevr.,it s uiversally held that such am assmaption is
unfundd aid uoto he ackofreliable theooetical koaeg n xei

To date,, research on PPT has been msin" concentrated on ebnidiation,
of the phenomena coccuring In the strai*t sections, a case for which the
effect of various fatr nthe vs2xw of K has been studied. However,
this research cannot be considered ceaplete. The effect of some factors
has not yet bee nvetgtd A41l the influence at some others has
given contradictory or idsrdivergent results. 1hereforei, at the moment
there is no unifon method for calculation or selection of the valne of
K for different materials.

Deospite great practical sIgnificanos Inherent In the substantUal
contribution of local resistances (particular~y the resistances In bends)
to the total value, the aounit of attention devoted to the study of I
relating to the resistance In bamids has been u"cin surt mmall.. an
encounters in the literature ba tow attemts at a theoretica approach
to the probln. Because of their daaeeige h elatonships proposed

TIV1 lii 1



have not famud practical application.

The beat work to date in this field has been done by G. Weidner /9/.
In his theoretical conaiderations, Weidner took into account the geouzptric
position cf an arc (a pipeline bend), and on the basis of an equation of
equilibrium of forces acting on material particles moving within the arce
he gave the basic relationships for particle velocity changes and pressure
losses due to the arc. However: the simplifying aas!ptiow used by
Weidner distort the actual phenomena. These simplifications include ne-
glect of the aerodynamic force acting on particles within the arc, accep-
tance of the total angle of.the arc as the angle at which all the forces
act on the particles, and the assumption that the pressure drop for a
mixture of air and solid particles flowing through an arc is mnv slight27
greater than that for pure air, and that the total pressure lose occurs be-
yond the arc. In the available publications, Weidner' s work does not
include ezperimental data which uight illustrate his theoretical conolusin.m

A fuller theoretical picture taking into account all the important
forces acting on material partioles in their motion within an arc is as
follows. The forces acting on a particle moving in an arc are: the centri-
Algal force, aerodynamic resistance, and the force of gravlty with its
radial and tangential components. The relative distribution of these
forces and their action on the particle depends on the geometric situation
of the arc.

We my distinguish five basic positione of an arc:. in the horizontal
plane ( -s- ) and four positions in the vertical plane:

1) transition frm the hozdzontal to the vertical direction, Wuemds
motion in the vertical section ( --m);

2) transition frm the vertical to the horisontal direction, qwmard
motion In the vertical section

3) transition from the horizontal to the vertical directions down-
ward mation in the vertical section ( -- )

4) transition from the vertical to the horizontal direction, daimiard
motion in the vertalca section ( . ).

Iach of these positions exerts a Sivon effect on the arsten of forces
acting on a particle flowing in an arc, and thereby on the magitude at
velocity and pessmre loseseo

7,A
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Fig. 1. The five posmtrio pouition of an arc.

/iQw/: 1. Position; 2. Horisontal Plane; 3. Vertial plane.

2. Flowr of an Air and 3ol4d iXfture In an Anc

In PP? we deal with a two-phase flw 1w3 old phase (material parti-
cles) and gaseous phase (air). The degree of their mastual aiuing depemis
an a =vbar of factors, pa1mwi3V an the ratio of air veloaitW to the
speed of suspension fomeation and an the c MUcntrti t of mtute.

At S ofw mocnr s aterhial V paratials the mahtherl paile disssetri-n
detpend toan thpoesection of the straight aseto procdaeedin w th

Astheetation indcartearaes or air velci ooiate decreaspesio tgeer udth
Athewcnetatosadh~ V/Vz ratio)s the mtra particle distaltmntrs, h.~s

th ,.F rai),te-riut h .0tf
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changes in the direction of incroased particle concentration In the lower
part of the cross-section and corresponding thinning-out in the upper
part. At high con•entrations most material particles aggregate In the
loer ,1/3 of the pipe cross-section /10/. After a given value of the
concentration coefficient is attained at a specific value of V/Vz, the
heavier particles separate out of the stream and settle on the pipe
bottom. The layer thus formed creates increased resistance to flow.

The ratio of the specific gravities of the solid to gaseous compon-
ents of the mixture is of the order of 600-1,200. This very high ratio
of the material to carrier specific gravities is of great importance to
the movemit of mixture in pipe arcs. High inertia of the transported
material in comparison to that of the carrier mediu causes the former
to preserve the direction of notion it had prior to entering the arc.
Change in the direction of particle motion occurs only as a result of the
effect of the pipe vall. The motion of particles through an arc is random
due to bouncing from the pipe wall and turbulence caused by changes in air
velocity along the radius. The cause of this change in velocity distribu-
tion lies in the.increased concentration of particles near the outer wal
and change in the direction of the stream.

The motion of particles through an arc is hindered primarily by
friction against the pipe waln and against the particles close to the wafll
moving at a lower speed. Further slowing down occurs on account of coUi-
sions with the wall and with the particles moving more alov3l or in the
opposite direction. Collisions Pm mor frequent within an arc than In
the straight section because of greater concentration of particles and
their more random motion.

The material particle and the air streams beome Intermixed again
in the straight secti•n after mergence from a bend, and the particle
distriUtion throughout the cross-section becomes more uirfozu

The particles slowed down in the bend bocome accelerated In the
straight section. This acceleration accounts for further loss of pressure
in the straight section.boyand the bend. Despite the fact that it occurs
in the straigt sectioa, this pressure drop is caused by the arc, and at
be comted among the losses arising in the arc. It is Identical with the
loUs occuring viee the material particles becme, accelerated beoynd the
loading point, with the difference that acceleration occurs not from swo
velocity but frcm a given velocity V attained In the final -egment of
the arn. This aolerstin eotinus-t1 the particle attalns a given
constint speed. Beyond the arc,, constant speed can be attained in a
sufficientl long straight section, and is equal to the constant speed
establ" d prim to entr7 into the are only In the case of a boad In the
horizontal plane. For bends in the vertical position Ue speed est shod
bo the arc depends an the actal gometria poitiom of the latter.

IJ ', ! I I ,



,3. 7he Effective Angle of the Arc

The greater inertia of the solid particles in comparison vith that
of air (the several hundwed-fold factor mentioned above) causes the particle
trajectories to remain unchanged In the Initial serpents of the arc, and
trajectory curving occurs only after their deflection frou the pipe wall.
Therefore, the decelerating effect of an arc eiists only over a part of
its length. This length corresponds to a cert•in central angle Nhich may
be termed the effective angle of the arc. Its value depends an the internal
pipe diameter D, the median arc radius R-., the concentration coefficient,
and the geometrioal position of the ara.w'The last two factors determine
the position of the gravity center of the mass of material representing
the entire mass in the pipe cross-section.

Therefore, the Individual geometric positions of the arc mot be
considered In order to determine the value of the effective are angle.
These considerations will be limited to the central angl of the arc S 90°.
The value of the effective arc angle for a given gametric position depends
on the center of gravity of the mass of material In the pipe cross-section
In relation to the a&As of this cross-section. For vertical sections of
pipeline before a band, it has been taken that the trajectory of the center
of gravity coincides with the W=mtry axif of the pipe. On the other hand,
in the case of an arc preseded by a horisontal section the present considera-
tions as=* that +Je center of gravity lies at a height of 3/3D above the
pipe bottam. Such an assumption Is frequently encountered In the literature,
and appears to be reasamble for lc5-preasume PVT carrng lwow nentatio

1. Arc in the hor•sontal plane.

In accordance iLth the assoetions, the center of gravity of the
mass of material In the pipe .esoct'm In this case lies 2/3D above the
pipe bottom, 3h additiaon the followng siapfifing assumpUis have been
made:

1) Particle trajectories prior to encounter with the facing pipe
wall ar rectilinear (the rved erse of the air stroea causing the zadial
certiOn of the aeredfimic force on the particle has been iaored)i

2) Ihe line of the center of gravity tomch the facing (outer) wall
of the pipe bend In the plwe of an are passing aUng the horlsontal diameter
of the cs-s ectio. * e error due to thi u•p3ificatian does not ewed
2% tIn e most unfavorable e.

Dependenceo the effective are angle on the diameter D and the
median radius of w arc a be rqvesuWeda fealm (PIg. 2):

1,e•, (5)

-7]



where a is the effective arc angle.

Dividing the mmnerator and denuiunator of the above zelation t Ds
we obtain a dependence an the ratio Rs/D%

"Sea (6)
2-7+1

Applying the above asomptions and simplificatinns, we can write
equations f r the valus of the effective an angle f or the five cases of
gemetric arc position given above. The foralas are given In Table 1.

- .) .:. A** . •ýI

Fig. 2. Dagram for the calculatim of effective arf angle

/Key:/ 1. Position,

The effective sac angle valms oalculated tim thes formulas for
the fiv pummzic ma positicus am fsr the vaes 1r/D tm I to 8 are
presented smobica1-17 In 11g. 3.



Table I

Vales of thse ffetive Arc Angles for the XThdvid:iua Geometric
poatUs (Central Angle of Are o - 90P)

( {3) ' ____

Z ?. wsl am a
2

2 flpis-mm. S•N"M

a (v ) (4) 6
v+

/Kry/: 1. GO•mto po.it4io of arc; 2. ValIns of effect.ve are
angle; 3. Horizontal PlwA; 4. V.tIo~ Pla=e.

4. Forcm Aoting = Nstazial PZetPicos Xnsde a Dnd

Asame that in the course -of notion through an are the particle
ve3 ocit'r" vres from V, to Yak due to the forces actIng am the partiolee
in the ourse of their flwr.

In order to uefine the relatioamsb betwom the forces actlng on
partiale dthin an aec md the obanpa In their veloltoo, lot un take an
infinitely mmall beput of thie ame .or.PmdIzzg,14 to a catral aigl dt and
ofa lathM ds . nyviewotthefaotthat a lemtpartof the
ratce is lpther now the oatw wal of the bead In eow~aea•

we must us. the auter arc radius R and not Rw(Ri;*.4)*2epril f
aImh"P toati1 aW Van tr th. followtn
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i. 3. Deptheeare ofi t effeTt.imn aoc aco l.e en deeD otre
gi-metric position of t nd c e at i t - 900

force.:•

reul)f h centrifugal force an th raia (opnnto7) freo

(it is radiactio dofrected the ema erio, f the bond)l

2) thbe f'orce of •ValtT .. (8

This force c:an be searaJted oSntL~o two ccmpont~ss a) te radia eqxuent

(ayerselcated elm*g toe ar e r ,aius a he dairetiol of rctionein (pepedicla
to the tro radtiu). the dairtides of ntese on • depe.d on the
geom~etric position of the amc -# h Sn tte course of motion. eresult of the centriua force •1 the radial ecpoua of the force of
gravity is friction of the at~erilal again.st the bud wal and agladins partic4.le
layrers located close to the wall. The direto of fritio is a•bay
opposite to th~at of the dir~ecto of motion.

caaonnt eof the force of gpimyAt either accelerate or retad the
patiIe. n the"e fonm "Zllmes/ the mt of materiel In k

.J



flowing throug the pipeline per second.

3) Aerodynamic restanc fore a&rses as a result of the action of
the air streaw on the elements within the are ••ich are either immobile or
moving with a velocity lowr than that of the air stream. In the case of
material particle flow in the arc, aerodynamic resistance depends on the
relative velocity, i.e., the diference between air and particle velocities:

WmVV.(9)

The value of aerodynamic resistance may be expressed 1b' the equation:

WW a..zI* . #Gut3D

where c is the coefficient of aerodynamic resistance.

The value of a varies depending an the shape and the surfaae state
of particles and an the Rlqnolds num Vh4 ch chareterizses flw:

,C . - . -.,') (1.)

where w is the relative particle velocity;
d is the equivalset particle diameter;
4 is the kinmatie viscosity coefficint of air.

The value of a =mq be detemined from the appro=iate f•o sal,:

The coefficient a y be taken, with en accuracy sufficient for practioal
pu•poses, as a constant value for certaln ranges of Re (different for the
individual ranges of Be) /9/. In accordance with Naeton's second law, w
may write for a horizontat pipelines

vs. r.. r

The followin relationsh holds true for a vertical pipeline:

In the course of constant motion, %ien 4V3/dt - o the relative velocity
is equal to the rate of suspensio fematm n. CC cose, this holfs true
for the vertical sections of a pipelinel on the other hand, it cam be accep-
ted as an awOimatio for the horemutal sestinS.

'I



For constant motim, relationship (15) ma be written in the
following form: 3rdt A 3rd2

'where Rez is the Reynolds number relating to the rate of suspension
formation vZ.

Cn. the assumption that in the course of particle velocity changes
the relative velocity and the rate of suspension are very close to each
other, replacement in (14) of the veisht term bV the equivalent left side
term of (16) and expressing the equatkm in terms of unit mass gives the
following relationship & I

g dto R..

The value of coefficient K depends on the value of Re. For Re > 1, i.e.,
in the region of applicability of square relationship for the calculation
of resistances, k - 0; for the region of resistance calculation according
to the Stokes relationship (Iev-.1 ), k - 1. In the ase of PPT we deal
exclunive3j" with turbulent mot•Zn, i.e., with the case whoere Re>l; then
k - 0 and equation (17) assumme the form

15 S(g) ( )- 1

For a material mass present in the element of arn corresponding to the
elementary angle di , dunp in movement velocity endar the Influence
of the aro*=aic force is expressed by the equation

fro dt Va V

In the case of a concrete pipeline with given operating conditions and
material where V - conat and Vs - const, it is seen that the aerodynmic
force is a function of the veldcity of the material V . This is an active
force which increases the motion velocity. Friction &tue to the resulnt of
the centrifugal force and the radial component of gravity is the passive
force retarding motion. Depanding on the geometric position of the arc,
the tangential compoenent .of gravity may be either an active or a passive
force, respectively accelerating or retarding particle motion. It is
assumed that these are the main force# determining particle velocities and
pressure losses. In addition, secondary forces exist whose effect on the
ootion of material in a pipeline bend is generaly mall. Amg these are
inter-particle collisions and strem eddies caused by changes of movement
direction in bends.

Changes in particle velocities along an arc are due to the forces
enumerated above, and their ambuation ftends an the geometric

12-
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position of the arc.

It must be poSnt.d out that Sn the present considerations it has been
assumed that the outer wall of the pS�e represents an arc with a radius R,
whereas Sn reality in the case of a circular oross-seotion the bend consists
of cylindrical se�nts with rectilinear gsieratouw. Given a sufficiently
1a�ge number of segementa (according to literature this number is 4-6 for
6 - 900), a bend with a sepented strecture can be considered a true arc.

5. Particle Velocity Oanges in an Arc

Particle velocity changes under the influence of the forces discussed
above should be considered separately for each individual geametric position
of the arc.

I. Arc in the borisontal plan..

The fo1loidn� forces act on material particles flowing Sn arc Sn '

the horisontal position:

1) aerodynaui.c resistance;
centrifugal force;

Gravi�y acts in a plane perjlendicular to the plane of the arc. The resul-
tant of the centrifugal and gravity forces which generates friction is

(20) p

�ndforanarcelmentwithalength RdLs

P'm�(�1jRd. � a gg)' -

This resultant force is inclined to the horisontal at an angle T, which
can be detamined fron the equation

tgrm.-E'�i.f�.. (22)

The resultant force P and its inclination angle r depend on the outside arc
diameter. h an .. 'o mituated Sn the horisontel plan. no material is lifted.
Therefore, the effi.ct of gravity is expreesed only 1w changes in the aspi-
tude and inclination of the resultant fore. P. This effect is inafl. An
increase Sn the resultant force 1w takIng gravity into account would amount
to only a few percent in the extreme case. �i the other hand, a subetantial
simplification of the iaathmtioal fosinilas is aduieved lq iuaoriug the
effect of gravity. Lo cwdingly, it may be takes that friction in an arc
in the horisontal poeiLcu is ae to the oemtzifugml force mnlj. Therefore,

13



the force equilibrium equation in Ud.s *ase will have the fonat

whe"re Iis the coerficicat of material fristio. apInst the pipe wall.

Equation (2.3) aw be trauiafornsd to take the faorn

ar, l-ae
Dividing this equation Ir Gm-34g and mltiplying it by Vag* we obtain a
differential equati on at ntion In the forn:

Xn ozder to eliminate the time451 dferential dtv we cam substitute variables
an the basis of the relatimnabip:

aw .ILA OF-
hence

&zbeituigthis qviantit In (25) we obtain

After mltSp3ying by R an dovo3.qidag the second tern4 1,. (27) 1431 aessu
the fozas o ae

Dwaoting by ki the sommstnt quoutitir for a sivea n and m~iaterial k w _#~V~
we Can twite

In a cowarete case of flow of a constant em t of air given a constant
mixture conceatrat~ion adi a uiim~le of oosainut diameter It cam be taken
that the mumn air velocity T Is also comstant. ra this casset the flo13dng
desivations of constants awe latweiseed to siqalify the squttiom:

then the equation of motion am be palesm:61 am in e aifbm

16 tA vI 0 P.- 0 04 OQ



or, dividing both sides kgr Tat

d~m (32)

I~ +.

Fig. 4. Foroes acting mn matwU'l peutiolss in a bond

Fig. 5. Scbmotio of forces acting in the hotisamtsl plane

IL An in the "rtoal posituft trm.), ansition toa. the
hOriaautul to the verU44l dfrSOU04n Vyumw4 SOti. In the vetical seotian.

3hi contrast iith the last caese ntenda In thi pooitica is lifte
to & oerWai hallbt, T0 fC"Mo CC gnVity l2es III he pime of the an#.
and 41rcestl afsests the resultant inwait~e at frieticm. Be effect Cm
velocitV hingsso Is maboittal.

?efervlg the dsdN.at- a oftss Is the esplbeiva* Wm"



- R d* s " a A a. +

be written as follows: ,,os 8b~ ).t Ju If

pplying the trsasformt,,na and substtui.n as befor,, we obtain
16 +- Q• + t*, 2 k ,'r.." ý ,' (34)

b' 2 k ka" &
c t e (33)

d r fto t.n

we obtain the fAIal differential equation of motion in the forms

"AL_ + =O
Nt th clVe5eut, t 0,a (36)

and,, dividing the sides by VM w ha•te

pla~o. orseeq , b~~m some +-Loftsd ,-Tb0

-ds (36s)

or,
.av *b(36NI

In a similar awne. we obtain the differential equations of motions
for the rmaiuin three Sematrio positions of the arc In the vertical
plane. 1Thow equations are ocmded In Tabl 2.

Vap

yis. 6. 8SLmatic of tam"es ating In the vertical plene in position
nI
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Table 2

Differential Equations of Notion of Particles in an Arc. Conduit

G*OUwt WweAa weakv r~masLe rsoba
_____s_, (3)

II2f. POSLM -of e va

a~ elf.mus

Va Vim VA3

"4a Saakzsm :: Slag

holds for theria

in W/ the dietonpositto tha gmiven of Tarej 2.,P)1 t3e particeswould
hoed portsed rangisthe.inrvi fteacb oc ie tedf

feceeTenthe radditil (Tw. )apot ofhi aichan the centrifuga for pse.os
and Iha case true equatio thior - oti to he case of the tile notioar
radiosnag the suequence of the tezs iod.Wn the bcIntquality1ie fulfthed
alng the direciand thevaluetof thet givn fnunction2increae)t particleswol
bie traelse aloingt the cuter wall ofo the dsancey an aloeivngb the difnr-al
suben equtwee n wihcs the raiabwoen tof Stype of tequatontriould folce
Intha. t ad bhe povatiohud cotnthatn reehe eddies oset the intenelrc
radiu, eecand thea thqene a~of the aic, I bradcall tez mtheU byathve
aofg the whemno and thke it of athe satiuctio InrestatisoýNa iPartile*

Most fzeqmut]Y woantured In Practice Is the case consimered
above, ise., Ma,,.. or 8b -. - The reasons 'iAy It

0s~eee
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is considered typical are readily apparent. A confirmation of this wil
be furnished by the following numerical 6camplet

If V. 5 W/se and Ra - 2.5 a, than Vj/R - 3.0, IAhichingreater than

It should be stressed that the emplaed value of R : 2.5 is very large
and rarely mncountered In concrete PPT, Whereas V. - 5 n/sec is rather
emali.

The differential equations of particle motion In an arc are the Abel
equation of the second kind of the general form:

-[ +÷ (.4] Y'-f oi' f, ()Y÷ 0). (7

This form is in accordance with the original version given in the work
,O~uxres Completes de H.N. Abel., Vol 2.

In the case under consideration v. v,

(Xf) _.a..
88. 1 (a).- - *

(A ) CO sin cos

In the general case this equation has no integral solution. There
are particular solutions for the ""oas f (x) - 0 or fo(x) - O. Thus the
equations of particl~e motionl in an areX=61 in Table 2 cannot be presented
in the integral form. They have, therefore, been solved approximately by
the Heming method using a ZAK-2 computer. In this ameer tables of
approxdite solutions have been obtained. These tables were used to cm-
struct graphs of particle velocity changes in bonds of various R/D raties
ranging from 1 to 8, using characteristic namerical data for two materials:
wheat and beechwood chips.

The values of 10 and 15 -"-*a hare been used as the initial velocities
in constructing the graphs illustrating material particle velocity chan•es
in arcs having various D ratios. In theseB e the values of
effective are angle have O- mIlred for each BZD value. Also constructed
were graphs illustrating the particle velocity a corresponding to
the theorstical equations not taking into account the effect of the aero-
dynamic force on the partiale" within the voalme of the pipe bend (i.e.,
the equations derived t Weidner')* This makes possible to separate the
pressure losses caused t, the arc Into the part, ocuring within the arc
itself and the part manifesing itself In the strai portion of pipe
beyond the bend.

I -6..
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the vertical plane (L.>~ ); material: beechwood chips, V,1 15 rn/sec.

P - 16 4,. [kq/,,], (38)

'Where &pt - loss caused by the are;

•fp- density of air;

V - average air velocity;
P- weight concenitration coefficint, of s~xture;

b -V -Vsk- chanog of partcle Vality withIn the are.

As knowe , the total pressure loss due to the a.-a is divided In two
parts, according to the place of occuarueme associated with the resumption
of the velocity' lost In the are:

31 with an effective angle in the arc itself:
in the straight section bqud the arc, Apt

Apr SAPt *Ap.t. (.9)

Both the" valus cam be calculated ras equatlUf (38):

. ~~Apt, o ra,•. ..

a,27-• • jg • "



The quantity A Vm to be substituted in Eq. (38') consists of the value
corresponding to '2he section of the vertical straight line which, in the
graph, denotes the effective anala of the arc subtzndod betwraL .he curves
of particle velocity chanZes in the arc plotted# respectively, from the
fozu• As including ard neglecting the effect of the aerodynamic force on the
particles. The quantity AVm pr substituted In (38") Consists of the
difference between the steady velocity attained by the particles beyond the
arc and that which the particles travel in the outlet cross-section of the
bend, i.e., the value (read for the effective angle of the arc) fro the
graph of velocity change whithin the arc vhich takes Into account the effect
of the aerodynamic force.

This procedure for an arc in the horizontal position is illustrated
Fig. 1.3 which represents the course of Va -(,.

The value of the steady velocity attained by the particles past the
bend depends on the geometric position of the arc:

1) In the case of position I (in the horisontal plane) the steady
velocity beyond the a&.c aw be equl to that established before the arc.
In this case the equation for calculating the pressure lees due to an arc
should include the velocity difference between the values before the arc
(V ) and at the end of it (Vak), which represents the pressure loss due
to"ie arc: iv,•, - ,gri.- ,. 1

(40)
2) Position 11 (the vertical planes Here the material

velocity may attain -the maxima value T, V - Vs vhen before the arc the
velocity T 7 habd a different (Vejal~y great,@r) value. Then

IV~g (v- ~(41)

whereo

3) Position XEI (the vertical plane: r-4 te particle velocity
before the bend may have the valte VT T - Va- T• wheas beyand the are
the steadyr velocity attained may be 'n pVj, gene 'aly bi4s thi the

value before the are (the bend is folloe by a horimtal section of pipe).

The acceptance of the thoretia valid principle that the differ-
ene between the initial velocitV before the bend and the velacity attained
by the particles in its outlet cross-eetixo in to be taken as the maxima
velocity lo due to an are logicalUy resUl An the need fme additenal
acceleratim of partAclse beq d the bend frn a s V - VS to Va - V.

23
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Fig. 13. Schematic for calculation of particle velocity loisse
in an are.

/LW.: 1) Including the aerodynamic force; 2) Neglecting the
aerodynamic force; 3) Wfective arc angle.

Therefore, it appears advisable to include tis additional difference in
the total velocity loss due to an arc. Then the velocity Iews used In the
equation for pressure loss calculations i llncrea b y Vs - (1-P) V and
wl.l be va pr PV- '7k

4) Position IV (In the vertical plane: -- u,). epen on the
do~mird length of the straigft section, the parti le velocity attained
beyond the bend may be gmeater than before it. This is caused bly the
ocabined action#, .dshin the bend, of the tangential componeat of grarity
and the aerodynamic force. Bonad the bend the wbole force of gavity is
active, and it combines it action with that of the aerodynamic fore
until the particle velocity equals that of the air stream later, at
V >V, the aerodnamic f4oe begins to biAer the motion of particles,
;Kic MaY attain a V0locity V, - V 4 V. - OAY the pressure sxpaiditure,
required to propel the parIM; to the velocity V, wbiih they had before
entering the are should be aconsdered as pressure L; due to the are and
Sanifesting itself in the straight section beyond the ar.

94a 4V~4JV, '•V-,

before the arc depends on the length of the correspanding straijit section
of the pipeline and my be greater than that of the air stream. The particle
veloctVy in the hosan thea ir sectien veocith ) We tiy attsi tn h valueTMIn'-L V (mlm"than the air stream velocity). Xn this• canm the p~masure



loss due to the arc depends an the particle velocity in the initial cross-
section of the effectiv, part of the arc, and in the particular case may
equal zero.

The am* particle velocities (10 and 15 rn/sec) were umed In plotting
the graphs, whereas the air stream velocities V used depended on the geo-
metric position of the arc.

For positions I, 11 and IV, V I for position 311 r--.).
V - Vm+ .Vz,and for position V(LV )Va'Y.

The foregoing reasoning makes it possible to derive theoretical
for=as defining the coefficient af resistance to the motion of an air/
material mixture in an are or the coefficient which takes into
account the effect of the margnal on the increase of flow resistance
of a mixture in relation to the resistance to the flow of pure air in
accordance with Eq. (3).

Considering the equation for recistance In an arc arising in the oourse.
ofmaterial transport,

AA 4.-.* (42)

we Can wirite ,
- ~wm~AF~I.(43)

Adopting the commonly used foinila which takes into account the increased
resistance due to the flow of material partiale, we can write

1 . (44)

while referring to Eq. (42) s

This rooltionship enables us to determine the coefficient Xt

99 9t (46)

At the same time, takin Into acoomt the total pressure loss In an arc
(i.e., the loss due to the flow of pur air pbzs the additional eaqpoture
needed to accelerate the mterial particles), we an wite

'I' " " v n'2 ' 'l" I



Substituting this value in (43) we obtain

in turn, this quantity substituted in (46) gives

It follovs from the last two equations that both the value of the resistance
coefficient f .a and the coefficient Xt at a constant air speed depend on
particle velocity changes in the arc and on the experimentally deteruined
coefficient of resistance to the flow of pure air in an arc Z tp. Idrec-
tl.y, both these coefficients are a function of the outer arc diameter (or
the ratio Rar/D at a constant value of D). They also depend on the pby-
sical characteristics of the material being transported, i.e., the coeffiant
of friction and the speed of suspension formation.

Theoretical calculation of the material particle velocity changes in
an arc will always suffer from sam* error for the following reasons:

1) A real material albis consists not of selected uniform and identi-
cal particles but rather of a mixture of particles differing in weight,
size and shape for which the rates of suspension formation will be differ-
ent, whereas the equations for computation of the aerodynamic force contain
a uniform value which is, as a rule, true for the largest and heaviest par-
ticles.

2) Eddies of both air and material particles exist in a bend, And there
is interaction between particles. The equatio does not take these effects
into consideration; it en4y takes Into accont the effect of the Major and
most imPortant farces, althoudh the Influence of the neglected secondary
forces is obvious. At any rate these phenomena are not amnable to theoreti-
cal manpulation if only because they are rwndam, irregular and dependent on
a number of peripheral causes.

The proper nuierical values of the resistances and coefficients co-
prising staarily all the losses ccurlng in an arc can onLy be obtained
extprimentally. The aim of such an exrimnt should be to confiz the
correctness of the theoretical consideatAin, to establish the discrepancy
between the calculated and earimental values and to gather ae=Aijtal
data required for determining the coefficiants needed in practical app•l-
cations.

7. .erlmonta1 Investiation of Pressure lesse in the Bands of Um
Pressure PP? During Material Transpot -

Ia order to verify the theoretical solultios presented abore tests
were run on aft mcpeaa tal Instaillations OMPsi g asasuWct pressure



losses occuring during the transport of an air /material mixEare. Pressure
were measured in the bend ( pA and in the straight section

beyond ( r)

7.1. Test Stand

The test stand consisted of a low pressure PPT of the ram type com-
prising a pipe with an internal diameter D - 280 m and straight section
lengths of about 56 m, and 11 bends changing the direction of flow. Variable-
radius elbows (constant diameter D, variable Rsr/D ratio) were used where
the changes in flow direction occured in the horizontal plane and in the
vertical plane in position II (-4-) (transition from the horizontal to the
vertical direction, upward motion in the vertical section). A study was
made of the effect of the value of outer arc radius and the Rsa/D ratio on
the ressure drop caused b1y an arc in six pipe bends having the following

ma D values: 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0 and 6.0. The quantity of the aolid
ma rial fed was varied in order to investigate the effect of the concen-tr~atiAn factor an flow resistance. The following material flow rates were

used in the studyt:

wheat: G - 0 7, 1.0, 1.2 and 1.5 k&1sec;
beechwood chips: G - 0.35, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 kg/sec.

A fan with an output of about 7,000 m/hr and a static pressure of
about 400 mm water co-mi was used to gene.ate an air stream. The material
to be transported was introduced into the stream through a loading device
located just beyond the fan. Two types of loading device were used: the
shelf type and the drm type. The unloading was done in a cyclone locatedat the and of the pipeline. The material separated from the air stream was
collected in the bottom part of the cyclone and was allowed to drop into a
contaie. A weighing - metering device was used to feed strictly defined
amounts oa material into the system. The device consisted of two belt
conveors: the upper ac (constituting. the bottom of a container) functioned
as a meteing device collecting the desired amounts of material fro the
container, wxile the lower one weighted the mot of material dispensed.

8. Mweasurmmints and Measuring Inst',ient.

The fo11owing quantities were measured on the test stand:

1) the amount of material introduced into the pipeline;
2 the static pressure distribution in the pipeline;
3 the total and dynamic presre distribution throu& the pipe

croes-,esotion.

8.1. Measmrmsnt of Material Quantity

Measuament of the amount of mteria&l introduced into the strem
per unit time W intended to determine the mixture concentrattio. The

S. . . . . . . . . . . . .Il I/ I I . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .



quantity of material was measured with the aid of a clockwork sensor
having a 0.01. mm division wcale. The basis of mieasurement was the bending
of a flat spring bearing on one end the frame of the weighing conveyor
suspended on a knife edge. The regulated length of the spring made it
possible to align the ram~ber of sensor divisions with the quantity of
material dispensed in unit time. Calibration of the scale (i.e.., determina-
tion of the numaber of sensor divisions corresponding to 1 Icgjsec of material)
Was accauplished tV weighing portions of material delivered over a given
period of time.

I ~-7

. 9 -- -ALI,

Fig. 14. General view of test stand

8.2. Measrmousst of Static Pressure Distri..&ztion in the Pipeline

Holes were drilled in the pipe at characteristic points where pressure
measurements had to be made. The hole edges were mioothed, and short lengths
of pipe were welded on for connection to a battery manoumeter by means of rub-
ber tubing. Static pressure wes measured In the initial and final cross-sec-
tions of bends in the horisqt~tal position, those siitaated In the vertical
position (position 32 : and at points 38 a beyond the bend in the
straight portion of pipe situated in the horizontal position. In the
straight section the measurement points were located every two meters. No
measurements were done in the remaining three positions of the are (III - V).
The pressure drop over a section of pipe ise obtained as the difference be.-
tween the pressure values at the beginning and the end of a given section.

8.3. Measurement of Pressure Distribation Through Pipe Cross-Section

The aim of this measurement was to determine the distribution of
air velocities In the pipe cross-section, calculat~e the average velocity
and, in effect., to determine the air output per second. 11owing the sir
output and the aot, of material intsoduced per unit time, it fts possible



to calculate the wAight concentration factor of the mixture. Measurments
ware done at nine points of pipe c055-seoetions at the two etreme* located
at 4 mm frcm the pipe well, and seven In t ae locati at equal
intervas from each other. Static and total presure was measured at theew
points, the difference of -these two values giving the dynemic pressure.
The pressure distribution in the pipe cross-section uas measured using
the Prandtl hook sensors. These sensors could not be used for pressure
measurmnt in the course of material mixture flow since their orifices
sBom beceme clogged b7 the dust accompanying the movemmet of material pal%.
ticles. Ths purpose was achieved bg usiug straigt sensors inserted at
450 in the direction of flow. Such senors gave rather considerablz
pressure indication error. To eliminate ths error, all the sensors wer
calibrated in a calibration tunel. In processing e rimental data,
corrections wre introduced using the. calibration remults in the torm of
graphs. The short pipe stubs and sensor terminals wsr conected bl
rubber tubing with the terminals of a 22-tub battery manmter on which
the pressure values for the individual measurement points we read off.
For better visibility, the meancster tubes were frequently filled with
colored denatured alcohol. The height of the individual manometer olmm
was recoded kg 4PhotogpaPong the battery manoeter taee. The resuts voe
read off the iM using a readout, dvice aMd recoded In table . The
Peotospei tohnase omble d smlaeus re of pressure at all nR-

,suzemn!" points mod performane of many e at appz•mate2. the sme
at s ei n.ti•ons and a siumi state of the tnm ,porte asteil. To

' ethe smenta varisations present In turbulu* moti=n, each mae-
mnt ms - from sevevmlto over te n t1omes and average vaiss wae used
In subese~out aulios

9. Nese•ts at Ksaine

ON presonu value for sach indIv1dua measuremmt point consisted of
the diffetIe eb boeo the lqud cobs MUM In the tb cameote to the
atmsPher aM that mosoeted to a SiveM ma eseO mt point. as read off the
photograpi fMa. Soren2ts In terms of the spirit eaaau heigth waoe
re-calCulated Into water 002mon dsgth! valmes, taking Into amcount the tomperastro at wIadih the m-.eamnent um asmd. ro eslts were redused to a
cmosatnt Value ot air dmnsit so that M I Mnte nM. Wer dif•e•,t
atmsowe oandlo coulamd be *;;iarZ. Use mawu o athew specf gaUqato ar j - 1.2 ]k/hA ws used as the reteiose vabo e w emvsign was Imae
aecording to the Dqr1e4auiobtt eqaatia

,uo,,op ,I the rig-as pressre ros•p go to specfi sraitr af air
r - 1.2 k&/WI
P2 ~ wem 18WoWN- Wadr given atmopbewi4 coditiims (the - &ot theotia aOu iS pree me in the plipeline

T2 If "0e VO U rSA*i Of &IV -ei, t iven afia mq, neri .
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pressure P2
rl- 1.2 gaiW.

Tho diff rence between the static pressures measured at the begiming
and the end of a bend gave the pressure loss sustained In that bend. The
pressure along the straight section beyond the bend was measured to determine
the additional pressure loss due to the bend but manifesting itself in the
straight section. This loss, incurred to accelerate material particles, is
calculated from the static pressure changes along the straight section.
For this purpose it was necessary to plot a pressure drop graph for the
straight section. The length of the straight section was plotted on the
abscissa in a suitable mal, marking the positions of the individual measure-
ment points, while the pressure measured at these points was plotted on
the ordinate. The pressure in the final segnaat of the bend was used as
the reference pressure (equal to zero). The line Joining the points so plotted
is a curve for a section immediately following the bend, and becomes a straight
line further on. The straight portion corresponds to the section of steady
motion, while the curve corresponds to acceleration, i.e., occurence of a
furl-her pressure loss. Zxtrapolation of the straight line portion correspon-
ding to pressure changes along the straight pipe to the point of intersection
with the ordinate denotes the point on the latter whose value is equal to the
amount of pressure lost in the straight section of the pipe beond the bend.
This is illustrated in Fig. 15.

As before., the total pressure (the sum of the static and dynamic pressu.-
res) and the static pressure readings obtained from pressure distrLbution
measurements in the pipe cross-section were converted to the water cobu
equivalents and roduced to the pressure corresponding to T- 1.2 kgir. The
differencerof these two pressures represents the reduced dynamic pressure.
Tha air stream vQociti was calculated for each measurement point in the pipe
crss-section from the value of dynamic pressure using the equation

VIF Ems/bk) (51) (51)
The distribution of air velocity vectors in the pipe crmss-section

forms a flattened paraboloid of reoluti with the aios coinciding with that
of the pipe. This paraboloid may be deformed bF stream turbulence caused,
among others, bF the asquetric distribution of material in the cross-section
arid by other obstacles.

Having the flat distribution of the velocities measured along the cross-
section diameter (velocity distribution mas measured a437. in the plane of the
bmd), we can calculate the volum of the paraboloid which wil be equal
to the output of air per second:

Q 2 wr/vr& 1m'/sek]. (52)

S. . . . .



Pig. 1%. Schematic for calcul1ation of additional pressure loss
in the straight section beyond bond.
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Knowing the amount of material G (in kg/sec) introduced Into the stream
and the weight flow rate of a;ri% (in kg/eec), we can determine the
weight concentration coefficient For the mi&AWS

After processing, the measurement results wer'e displayed in the form
of the following graphs:

1) graphs of pressure loss due to an arc in the horizontal position
as a function of the outer arc radius (and Rr/D), containing pressure change
curves which take into account thn lassas in the straight section beyon

I p - f (R)
the bend (the total loss): l•a A and Rsr/Db; and the pressure change

4.,; - f (R)
curves for the bend: lOlb /) ana (Rsr/D);

2) graphs of pressure drop in an arc situated in the vertical position

31( - ) as a function of the outer arc radius (and Ra/D): 101c
dan /); 4PaDmf(m A

3) graphs of KX cpwffitients as .a function of the mixture concentration

coefficients 103Ad aznd (.0e

41) graphs forlblW /- and (Rsr/D) and A 3Dlg

5) zraphs for 3Dlh (-.)kaM (Rar/D), and 3.011 Kk (-

7he following notation has been used:

Sis a coefficient taking into account the effect of material on the
increase in the total resistance to motion for an are situated In the horizon-tal plane;

Slis the coefficient taking into account the effect of material on
the increased resistance to motion vithin an arc situated in the horizontalposition,-

41is the coefficient taking into account the effect of material qn
resistance increase in an arc situated in the vertical position n (I-J).

The graphs selected as an ilustration are shown In in. 16-23.

In order to compare the results of measurements with theoretical
calculations, it is necessary to have for the latter the data oorrespnding
to the sam starting cnomtina s as those amplape In the xperiust. To this
and, the enmea• detarmined air velocity In the p4p3iwne end the calcu-

Sn ",' u~IgI Ir !l-- ---l
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lated initial velocity of the material have been used in the theoretical
formulas. The results obtained fromn calculations using these data are plotted
in the graphs as a dotted line.
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Fig. 17, Graph of pressure lose withi a bond in the veria plane.
Xatewals beeehwood cipas G n 0.6 kgleo,
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Fig. 18. Graph of l02for- heat. 0-1 .2 hg/sec.

An anayss aA comparison of the eqestdj tal result with the theore-
tical considerations and calculations lead to the following ocnclusioest

1. The procedure hitherto emp:led for calculation of resistance in
pipeline bends and based on the acceptance of the coefficient K (W±ch
takes into aocomt the eofect of mterial on flow resistance increase) at a
value identical with that for the straight sectios is umjustified. The values
of I for bends are considerably ier than those for straigt sWecI-s.
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in bond ind in the straighdueation beyond* This amy load to wrong conclu-..
ai~ms concenrning the value of the resistance coefficient obtaiimd from

part~icles within an arc as presented above is satisfactory,, and that the
mailn forces dstermzdnng the magituade of losses due to bends have be=n taken
into account. The existing dsepncies can be explalined by the fact that
the addition~al secondary 1nflnumces discussed aboves, changes in the ph~ysical
characteristics of materials in the course of aesurinments and a"usasuewt

arrors, hawe been ignored in tbho present occual-derat~iame I



3. The maPitnde Of resistan~ce due to a bend depends an its gectic
poition and on the value Of the outuide are radius (at a constant value of --ý
B../D). This statement is an add~tona, arguent against the correctnesse of the
o*~I method for calcu~atizag resistance in pipeline bonds usbla values true
Of the Straight pipe sectios..

4. For bands situated in -the horizontal plane. lower valueso ROf
Odthe outside anrc adins are more advantageous.

5- This Principle is still mare Strongly applicable to Positions II(..+h) an II ( e*) than to the ease of the horizontal Position. In the
case of positions'1 an V i and L..V respectiveiT),, bends with higher
"vLues of MAare more adatgosfor low Initial particle velocities.

6. The use of arcs with low A values (1.5, 2.0) is not recomended,sInce then the effect of the iuaorefactcrs becomes fair7 substantial and
divrM@*o trM tbeca7 quite UVIgew It 80ee0s that wars with R04bD Z.5; 3.0are the most advantagonso

7. Mwe coefficient of ftrition. of the material against the the pip. Wal
is the qumatity deterining the magaitoWl Of resistance In bends.

S. Fiwther ~eImtAl invst~igstiOR, esPOCSial2 at medIM Md high
YMNmee* is needed to confirm that the thesis presented abov is Va4" for
ths etire IMPatg OPresesim MipUd In 1??,
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